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IN THE TAX APPEAL TRIBUNAL
IN THE LAGOS ZONE
HOLDEN AT LAGOS
APPEAL NO: TAT/LZ/VAT/029/2019

BETWEEN:
ESS-AY HOLDINGS LIMITED

APPELLANT

AND
FEDERAL INLAND REVENUE SERVICE

RESPONDENT

JUDGEMENT
This is an Appeal by the Appellant against the decision of the Responden t in re~pect of the
Appellant's alleged tax liability for the 2014-2016 accounting years as set out in the
Respondent's VAT Re-Assessment Notice dated July 9, 2019 (the "VAT Re-Assessment").
BACKGROUND

The Appellant invests and engages in the development of real properties which are rented
or leased to tenants. The said properties are put to both commercial and residential
purposes. On the other hand, the Respondent is an agency of the Federal Government. It is
responsible for the assessment, collection and general administration of federal taxes on
behalf of the Federal Government of Nigeria including the Value Added Tax Act (VAT Act) 1•
Following a tax audit, the Respondent by a letter datedOctober 19, 2018 lnformed the
Appellant of its intention to assess the Appellant to additional taxes particularly with respect
to Value Added Tax (VAT) on incomes derived from letting out its properties for the 2014 2016 accounting years. As a result of this letter, a series of meetings was held between the
parties to reconcile the issues and correspondences were exchanged. The bundle of
documents evidencing the correspondences and mee ings is before this Tribunal.
Ostensibly, these meetings did not yield any positive outcome because by July 9, 2018, the
Appellant was served amongst others, the Respondent's VAT Assessment Notice in relation
to v AT on incomes derived from its commercial tenants. The Appellant objected to the said
VAT Assessment Notice via its objection letter dated July 15, 2019.
On the 26th of July 2019, the Respondent served its Notice of Refusal to Amend (NORA)
dated July 22, 2019 on the Appellant. Dissatisfied with the Respondent's action, the
1
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Appellant filed this Appeal, the subject-matter of this Judgmentbefore the Tax Appeal
Tribunal on August 22. 2019.The Appellan1 filed three (3) Grounds of Appeal. to wit:

Ground 1
The VAT assessment in the sum of NS4. 263. 899 .SO (Fifty-four Million, Two Hundred and SixtyThree Thousand, Eighth Hundred and Ninety-Nine Neira. Fifty Kobo) as Value Added Tax
("VAT") on rental income earned by the Appellant in the period 2014 to 2016 thereby
unlawfully subjecting the rental income of the Appellant to VAT contrary to the provisions of
the Value Added Tax Act as amended and currently compiled as Cap Vl, Laws of the
Federation of Nigeria 2004.

Particulars of error
l. Section 2 of the VAT Act provides that vAT shall be charged and payable on the
supply of goods and services (referred to as taxable goods and services) other than
those goods and services listed in the First Schedule to the VAT Act.
2. VAT is not a tax on returns on investments. such as rent. dividends and interests.
3. Rental incomes are not derived from a supply of goods and services.
4. Rental income cannot be subjected to VAT solely on the premise that it is not
exempt from VAT under the First Schedule to the VAT Act.

Ground 2
The Respondent erred in law when it issued a Notice of Refusal to Amend v AT Additional
Assessments dated 22 July 2019 ("NORA") where it stated that "income from commercial
rent is VAT-able income and the one from residential has administrative exemption".

Particulars of error
l. There are no provisions in the VAT Act which designate rental income as a taxable
good or service under the VAT Act in the circumstance that "rent" is neither a good
nor service.
2. The VAT Act is devoid of any provisions which: (a) differentiates between
commercial rental income and residential rental income; and /or (b) subjects
commercial rental income to liability under VAT Act and exempts residential rental
income from VAT.
3. The distinction between commercial rent and residential rent for VAT purposes is
illegal, null and void.

Ground 3
The Information Circular No. 970 l issued by the Federal Inland Revenue Service dated l
January 1997 and captioned "Detailed List of Items Exempted from Value Added Tax (the
"Circular") and upon which the Respondent based its decision to impose VAT on the rental
incomes of the Appellant is ultra vires, null and void to the extent that it purports to subject
commercial rents to VAT.

Particulars of error
Ess-Ay Holdings
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1. The Circular cannot override or alter the provisions of the VAT Act.
2. The Respondent does not have any statutory power to amend the VAT Act by
purporting to subject to VAT, transactions not envisaged under the VAT Act.
The Appellant prayed the Tribunal to set aside the vAT Assessment issued by the
Respondent against it as well as the penalties and interest imposed on the Appellant
amongst other reliefs.
The Respondent joined issues with the Appellant on the 15th of November 2019 when it filed
its Reply to the Notice of Appeal dated November 11 , 2019 and other accompanying
documents.
Testimonies by witnesses commenced on ]8th November, 2019 and were concluded same
day. Both parties called one witness each. Mr. Oyeyemi Oke, a Legal Practitioner and Tax
Consultant gave evidence on behalf of the Appellant and tendered 6 documents as
Exhibits. Mr. Shittu-Gbeko Afees Lanre, Deputy Manager Tax testified for the Respondent. He
tendered one document in evidence. Both witnesses were duly cross-examined.
Parties then closed their cases, following which the Tribunal ordered the filing of Final Written
Addresses. The Parties' Final Written Addresses and Respondent 's Reply on Point of Law
were adopted on the 2nd of March 2020.
Judqment in the Appeal which was initial:y reserved for May 6, 2020 could not be delivered
as a result of the lockdown occasioned by Covid-19 pandemic and was further reserved for
todcy being the 10th day of September 2020.
ISSUES FOR DETERMINATION

The Respondent formulated two issues for determination, to wit:
1. Whether or not the Federal Inland Revenue Service Information Circular No. 9701
dated /st January 1997 is valid? (Distilled from Ground 3 of the Notice of Appeal) .

2. Whether rent on commercial real properties is vatable by the combined reading of
Sections 2 and 46 of the Value Added Tax Act CAP VI LFN 2004? (Distilled from
Grounds 1 and 2 of the Notice of Appeal) .
The Appellant also formulated two issues for determination as follows:

1. Whether rental incomes are subject to Value Added Tax (VAT} under the Value
Added Tax Act CAP VI LFN 2004 (as amended- VAT Act); and
2. Whether the provisions of the Federal Inland Revenue Service Information Circular
No. 9701 dated 1st January, 1997 seeking to exempt only rents from residential
properties is not ultra vires the Respondent?

We are of the view that having regards to the grounds of appeal and the arguments of
Counsel, the issues formulated by Emeka lhebie, Esq .. for the Appellant best represent the
issues calling for determination in this Appeal and should be preferred to those formulated
by learned Counsel for the Respondent. It should however be noted that our preference of
E ~, s-A y Holdings Limited Vs FIRS
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the issues formulated by Counsel for Appellant results from their being more compact.
Otherwise. the issues ore essentially the same.
In arguing issue No.1, Mr Ujah Malachy, the Respondent's Counsel disagreed with the
Appellant 's position that rent is return on investment. He referred to the definition of rent as
contained in secHon 47 Tenancy Law of Lagos State2 and the case of Oduye Vs Nigeria
Airways LJmited3.
Counsel drew the attention of the Tribunal to the provisions of sections 46 and 2 of VAT Act
and submitted that rents on commercial real properties amounts to supply of goods for tt')e
purpose of VAT in Nigeria same not being exempt by the provisions of sections 2 and 46 of
VAT Act. Relying on section 3 of VAT Act, he asserted that while letting out of taxable goods
on hire or leasing is vatable, the letting of commercial property, unlike residential property,
was not exempted in the First Schedule to the Act .
He further submitted that the development of land into habitable and commercial
properties as admitted by the Appellant's witness ur .der cross examination is the value
added by the Appellant to the land by the Appellant and that the letting of the taxable
development on the land is vatable and captured under the definition of "supply of goods"
in sections 2 and 46 of VAT Act.
Counsel cited a number of judicial authorities to the effect that in construing tax statutes, it
is trite that words should be given their ordinary meaning. He also cc ntended that where a
statute mentions specific things. those not mentioned are exclurled . He called in aid tt')e
case of Buhari & Anor Vs Yusuf & Anor4amongst others. He rai~ed three questions to wit:
does the rent received by the Appellant fall within the exempted goods and services listed
in the 1st Schedule to the VAT Act and Exhibit EHL 6? Does the Appellant 's business amount
to any concern in the nature of trade. commerce or manufacture'? Is the payment of Input
VAT a condition precedent for the charge and collection of Output v AT?
He asserted that the Appellant whose business is devdopment of real properties supplied
and or rented such real properties to tenants for residential and commercial purposes. He
argued further that payment of Input VAT is not necessary for th e charge of Output VAT
and cited Federal Board oflnland Revenue Vs /bile Holdings 5 in support.
Counsel submitted that VAT Act, the VAT Order and Exhibit EHL 6 have sufficiently shown
intention to charge VAT on commercial rent obtained from lease, hire or rent of real estates
and that the Appellant's obligation was to collect and remit same to the Respondent with.in
the time prescribed by the VAT Act.
He dumped a number of statutory and judicial authorities on the Tribunal without
attempting to show their relevance to his argument.
finally, he enjoined the Tribunal to refuse the declaratory reliefs sought by the Appellant for
failing to establish its entitlement to the reliefs in law und facts. He cited Chukwumah Vs
2
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Shell Petroleum (Nig.) Ltd6 and Ogolo & Ors Vs Ogolo & Ors 7 and urged the Tribunal to
discountenance the Appellant's case.

Submitting that rental incomes, residential or commercial, are not subject to VAT as the
transactions giving rise to them do not constitute supply of goods and services under the
VAT Act, the Appellant's Counsel, Mr Emeka lhebie asserted that taxation is statutory
therefore the words of the statute are given their literal meaning. He cited the English case
of Cape Brandy Vs IRC 8 which according to him was adopted by Nigerian courts in a
number of cases including SA Authority Vs Regional Tax Board9, Ahmadu Vs. Gov., Kogi
State 10•
He argued that since there can be no taxation without representation, there must be a
direct link between the taxpayer and the liability sought to be imposed on a
person.Therefore, no person should be subject to any tax if the taxing statute does not
expressly do so. He cited Coltness Iron Company Vs Blackl 1. He maintained that the tax
liability ot the Appellant being demanded by the Respondent must b~ determined by clear
prescriptions of the VAT Act. He argued that the lawmakers had this in mind when it was
provided in section l of VAT Act that VAT shall be administered as prescribed by the VAT
Act.

Relying on section 2 of the VAT Act, he contended that the tax created therein is charged
on the supply of taxable goods and services and that whatever is suoplied must be either a
good or service before its taxability is determined. He pointed out that the words, "goods"
and "services" were not defined under the VAT Act.
He said that goods are tangible or moveable persor,al properties other than money. He
relied on the Black's Law Dictionary 12, Berende Vs Usman 13 and CNOOC Exploration and
Production Nigeria Umited Vs AG, Federation & Ors 14 • He submitted that rent does not
involve supply of goods on the authority of Junghenn Vs Woodl5_
On the meaning of service, he again placed reliance on the Black 's Law Dictionar116, and
stated that it is the act of doing something useful for a person or company for a fee or an
intangible commodity in the form of human effort such as labour. skill or advice. He cited
the case of Revesby Credit Union Cooperative Umited Vs Commissioner of Taxation 11 . He
submitted that the letting or leasing of property does not constitute service to make the rent
collected liable to VAT.

6

(199.:l) LPELR - 864 SC.
(2003) LPELR - 2309 sc.
8
(1921) 12 Tax Cases 358.
9
(1970) 1 All NLR.
10
(2003/ NWLR (Pt.755) 502 at 519.
11
(1881) App ca. 31S at 330.
12 th
8 ed at p. 714.
13
(2005) 14 NWLR (Pt. 944) 1 at 24-25.
14
7 All NTC 371 at 379.
7
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16
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Learned Counsel then attempted to differentiate amongst supply of goods, services and
rent by reference to a foreign authority, Dwyer Vs Hunter 1B. He insisted that rental incomes
are not earned from transfer of goods or services but from grant of licence or lease, a form
of transfer of interest in the property leased as opposed to the transfer of ownership under a
supply of goods. He claimed that supply of services involves an active use of skills and not
passive as is the case under a leasehold.
While espousing on the meaning of lease. he cited the case of Germains (Earl) Vs
9
Williams 1 • He submitted that what is transferred in a lease is the right of exclusive possession
or possessory interest. He submitted further that the transfer of interest in properties is neither
a supply of goods nor services under the vAT Act. He cited CNOOC Exploration and
Production Nigeria Umited Vs AG Fedn & Ors20. He urged this position on the Tribunal.
Replying on Points of Law, Mr. Malachy Ujah for the Respondent mostly restated his previous
argument. He submitted that the development of land into habitable and commercial
properties as admitted by the Appellant's witness is the value added by the Appellant to
the land by the Appellant and the letting of the taxable development on the land is
vatable and captured under the definition of "supply of goods" in sections 2 and 46 of the
VAT Act.
It wus submitted that the supply of real estate properties to tenants for both residential and
commercial purposes is captured under the definition of goods as contained in the VAT Act
which means "any transaction where the whole property in the goods is transferred or
where the agreement expressly contemplates that this will happen and in particular
includes the sale and delivery of taxable goods or services used outside the business, the
letting out of taxable goods on hire or leasing and any disposal of taxable goods.
Counsel also stated that rent on real estate properties is not in the list of exempted items in
st
section 3 and 1 Schedule to the VAT Act and as such vatable as captured under the
charging provisions of Sections 2 and 46 of the VAT Act. He then debunked the Appellant
Counsel's reliance on the CNOOC Exploration and Production Nigeria Limited Vs AG Fed &
1
Ors2 which according to learned Counsel was inapplicable to the present Appeal. He
maintained that the Federal High Court, like the Appellant, construed the supply of goods
and services outside the confines and context of the AT Act. He referenced section J of
the Interpretation Act2 2 and Shettima Vs Gonnf23• He submitted that the ratio in CNOOC
Exploration and Production Nigeria LimitedVs AG Fed & Ors 24 does not apply. He urged the
Tribunal to hold that rents on buildings or real properties of the Appellant is subject to VAT
not being exempted under sections 2, 3, 46 and l st Schedule to the VAT Act. He cited
Federal Board oflnland Revenue Vs lbile Holdings 25 as well as Vodacom Business Nigeria Ltd
Vs FIRS 26•

18

(1951) NZLR 177 CA.
(1823) 2 B & C. 216 at 220.
20
supra, note 14.
21
Ibid.
22
Cap I 23 LFN 2004
23
(2011) 18 NWLR (Pt.1279) 413.
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lssueOne centres on whether VAT is chargeable in respect of lease or letting of real
property. Put differently, the Tribunal is called to determine whether letting or lease of real
property is within the scope of the VAT Act such that the rent paid by a Tenant in
consideration for the lease or tenancy is subject to VAT. The challenge with the
determination of this issue can be traced to the language employed by the law makers in
drafting the Act. To be chargeable to VAT. the transaction in question must amount to a
taxable supply of goods or service. While VAT Act defines supply of goods and supply of
service, see secHon 46 VAT Act, it is silent on what goods or services are. This silence is part pf
the reasons there are ambiguities in the construction of the Act.
By way of a restatement, the Appellant in this Appeal argued that VAT is not chargeable on
the rent paid by a tenant irrespective of the property involved (whether residential or
commercial). The Appellant's contention was premised on the ground that payment of rent
does not amourit to supply of goods or services. The Respondent on the other hand argued
that VAT was chargeable on the rent paid by a tenant of a commercial property. The
Respondent's argument was premised on the notion that rental incomes in respect of
commercial properties are not excluded under the vAT Act and Circular No. 9701 made by
FIRS dated 1st January 1997 which Circular expressly excluded VAT on the rent for residential
properties.
It is important to point out that both the Appellant and the Respondent laid more emphasis
on VAT not being charged or being charged on rent paid by a tenant, and this approach,
we observe, is unhelpful in the effective determination of the issue at hand . By virtue of
section 2 of VAT Act.VAT shall be charged and payable on the supply of all goods and
services (in this Act referred to as "taxable goods and services") othe, than those goods
and services listed in the First Schedule to this Act.
The above provision of the VAT Act shows VAT is charried and payable on the transaction
itself and not on the consideration paid for the transaction . The consideration paid for the
tran .; action (in this Appeal, the rent) is only relevant to determine the actual amount to be
paid as VAT. Thus, in determining whether or not VAT is payable, it is the nature of the
transaction that should be looked into and not the consideration paid for the transaction.
Under the VAT Act. VAT is payable only in respect of supply of goods or services. Thus. for
VAT to be chargeable on a transaction, the transaction must qualify as a transaction for
supply of goods or services.
The implication is that in order to determine the Appeal at hand, we must embark on a
voyage of discovery to determine whether a lease or tenancy is a transaction for supply of
goods or services.
By section 46 of the VAT Act, "supplies" means any transaction. whether it is the sale of
goods or the performances of a service for a consideration, that is, for money or money's
worth.
Also, in the same section, "supply of goods" means any transaction where the whole
property in the goods is transferred or where the agreement expressly contemplates that
this will happen and in particular includes the sale and delivery of taxable goods or services
used outside the business, the letting out of taxable goods on hire or leasing, and any
disposal of taxable goods.
Ess-Ay
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The VAT Act also provides that "supply of services" means any service provided for a
consideration .
However, as stated earlier, the definition of goods and services is not provided under the
Act. Yet, the determination of the meaning of these words is sine qua non to a meaningful
and effective adjudication of the issue.Therefore, recourse shall be made to other relevant
external sources. In doing this, we must bear in mind that it is a fundamental rule of
interpretation that words used in a statute must be given their natural meanings, and that a
judge is not at liberty to add to or subtract from the I >revisions of a statute as was held in
Gana Vs SDP & Ors 27;0gbunyiya Vs Okudo2sand Abegunde Vs Ondo State House of
Assembly. 29

Although, a court or tribunal is not at liberty to add to or subtract frorn the provisions of a
statu1e, however, the court or tribunal is at liberty to consult relevant ma1erials to determine
the natural meanings of the words used in a statute. Since the VAT Act does not define the
terms "goods" and "services", for our purpose, we have relied 011 o tner sources for
guidance. The Blacks' Law Dictionary defines goods as; "tangibie or moveable property
other than money, especially articles of trade or items of merchandise."
Section 62 of the Sale of Goods Act1893 (a Statute of General Applicat:on enforced in

England as at 1sl January
personal other than things
and things attached to or
sale or under the contract

1990 adopted into Nigeria) defines goods to include all chattels
and money: and including emblemenfs, induslrial growing crops.
forming part of the land whi :h are agreed 1o t:e severed before
of Sale.The Sale of Goods Law of Lago-s olso d e fines "goods'' as:

all chattels personal, other than things in action a nd money ... and includ es
emblements, industrial growing crops and things attac ned to and forming
part of the land which are agreed to be severed before sale or under the
contract of sale.
Similarly, under section 61 of the United Kingdom's Sale of Goods Ad of 1979, "goods" are
defined as:
all personal chattels other than things in action and money ... al 1 c orporeal
moveables except money; and in particular includes emblements, industrial
growing crops and things attached to and forming part of the land which are
agreed to be severed before sale or under the contract of sate.
These definitions are helpful as they separate things which are permane~tly attached to
land from those that can be detached from the land. Consequent!y, for things attache_d to
land to qualify as goods, there must exist an agreement ro sever them f~om
land e1thBr
before sale or under a contract of sale and they must be movea~le. 1hus, ,t 1s
that
before a thing can be regarded as a "good", it must be moveab,e and where ,t 1s on a
land, it must be severable from the land.

c!e?r

271-..n 1 n\, nrr n
''"".a...11 '-' L..L-1'
28
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(1979) 6 • 9 SC 32.
(2015) 8 NWLR (Pt. 1461) 314 at 357.
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Service, on its part is defined by the same Black's Law Dictionary as"an intangible
c ommodity in the form of human effort, such as labour, skill or advice. "That being the case,
it is doubtful, indeed it is impossible to regard real properties as an intangible commodity.
Granted that human efforts may have been applied ir developing property, the end result
of the efforts which is the building cannot be regarded as intangible.
Both Parties agreed that the Appellant is in the business of developing real properties
amongst others some of which are leased or let out to tenants for commercial or residential
purposes. Their point of divergence is to the nature of the transaction. The Responde:it is
convinced that the letting of the taxable development on the land to tenants for
commercial or residential use is vatable . However, residential lease or tenancy is exempted
under the VAT ACT (Modification) Order of 2018. In this wise, Respondent 's Couns-el
submitted that the Appellant's obligation "under VAT Act is to collect VAT from whichever
entity to whom it supplies, lets out and or lease its taxable goods (real properties) (emphasis
supplied) for commercial purposes and remit same to the Respondent within the time
stated by the law." The inference here is that the Respondent considers Appellant's real
properties as taxable goods.
In Federal Board of Inland Revenue Vs /bile Holdings:io, an appeal decided by the VAT
Tribunal, the predecessor of this Tribunal,the tax authority filed an action against lbile
Holdings for its failure to remit VAT arising from its business of building, selling, and leasing
properties for commercial purpose, it was held that lbile Holdings' transactions were taxable
because they constituted supply of goods under the Act. Reason being that section 42
(nows. 46), defined "supply of goods" as "any transaction where the whole property in the
goods is transferred or where the agreement expressly contemplates that this will happen
and ln particular includes the sale and delivery of taxable goods or services used outside
the business, the letting out of taxable goods on hire or leasing, and any disposal of taxable
goods."
However, in Momotato Nigeria Umited Vs UACN Property Development Company Plc 31 , the
Federal High Court held that sale of land, in itself, does not constitute a supply of goods,
and therefore, is not liable to VAT. However, the cc Jrt stated that services rendered in
developing the land, such as sand filling, tarred road network, electricity supply and so on,
should qualify as supply of services, and therefore liable to VAT. In that case, the Defendant
sold a parcel of land to the Plaintiff within its estate and sought to charge VAT. The Plaintiff
refused to pay the VAT on grounds that the sale of the property does not constitute goods
or services under the VAT Act.
The decision inFederal Board of Inland Revenue Vs lbile Holdings 32 in our view proceeded
on the footing that real properties could be classified as goods. We think not. We have seen
through the eyes of statutory authorities that an important attribute of goods is that they
must be moveable. Unfortunately, that is not true of real properties which by their nature
are immoveable. In any event, the decision of the Federal High Court in the case of
CNOOC Exploration and Production Nigeria Umited Vs Attorney General of the Federation &
Ors33marked a watershed in the administration of VAT Act. In that case, which does not
30

Supra, note 5.

31,- "11 ••Tr -,""7
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Supra, note 5.
Supra, note 14.
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involve transfer of title in land, the third Defendant transferred its rights in an oil mining lease
("OML") to the Plaintiff and sought to charge VAT in respect of the sale. The tax authority
took the view that such an assignment of right qualifies as a "supply of goods and seNices"
and therefore, liable to VAT. The Federal High Court agreed with Plaintiff that the item
assigned was a right and neither good nor seNice, but a chose in action and, accordingly,
the transaction was not liable to VAT. The court noted that in the United Kingdom. statutory
inteNention accounted for the reason assignment of a right constituted seNices, the supply
of which is vatable.
This case clearly shows that certain transactions may not fit into the traditional classification
as goods and seNices. Those transactions would be outside the province of VAT Act.
From the submission by the Respondent's Counsel al)ove, it is clear that the Appellant
devalops and lets or leases its properties for commercial as well as residential purposes. The
Appellant is a landlord while the persons who take the lease of the properties are its tenants
or lessees. Under this type of arrangement, the tenant/lessee is generally considered to be
entitled to exclusive possession of the let or leased property for a defined period in
exchange for the payment of rent. The rent payment guarantees the right of the tenant to
the use and occupation of the property for the agreed period with a reversionary interest in
the landlord.
What the tenant acquiresand what the landlord conveys in exchange for the rent paid for
the lease or letting of the property is a bundle of rights including a right to exclusive
possession to the property for the period of lease or tenancy. In the case of Ekebelu & Ors
Vs Ejidike & Ors 34 it was held that a lease is defined in Black's Law Dictionary 9th edition
page 970 as a "contract by which a rightful possessor of real property conveys the right to
use and occupy the property in exchange for consideration". See also Star Finance &
Pro,=,erty Ud & Anor Vs NDIC.35
The expression "the letting out of taxable goods on hire or leasing, and any disposal of
taxable goods" used in the Act must be construed by reference to goods properly socalled, that is. goods that are moveable or capable of being severed.
We find it difficult to agree with the Respondent that the lease in this appeal amounts to .a
supply of goods. Our disagreement stems from the fact that the lease in this appeal is a
lease in respect of real properties.Real property is best characterized as property that does
not move, or that is attached to the land. See Federal Republic of Nigeria Vs Yakubu &
Ors36. Because of their nature, real properties cannot be regarded as goods. They are not
severable or moveable. Thus, if real properties do not qualify as goods. it follows that
anytransaction relating to real properties cannot qualify as a supply of goods.
Hov.-ever, can we then say that the transaction amounted to a supply of services? As we
have stated earlier, seNice is an intangible commodity in the form of human effort. such as
labour. skill or advice. In an ordinary lease or tenancy arrangement, beyond providing the
vacant property, what other amenity is the landlord expected to provide? In our opinion.

34
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none. Once the key is handed over to the tenant. interest in the leased property passes to
the tenant.
One question that may agitate our minds is. what is the position with respect to the provision
of short-term leases? Do they not amount to supply of services? We must note that the
provision of short-term leases in a hotel. inn and other places with similar characteristics to
hotels, inns and boarding houses. and any premises, in which furnished sleeping
accommodation is provided, that are used by or he,d out as being suitable for use by
visitors or travellers including motels, guesthouses, bed and breakfast establishments, private
residential clubs, hostels, and serviced flats (other than those for permanent residential use).
does not create a landlord-tenant arrangement.
Usually, these places provide lodging with furnished sleeping accommodation and possibly
meals and other facilities such as laundry services. shared TV or rest rooms and phone
services for guests and visitors. These will amount to the provision of facilities which qualify as
a supply of services. Thus, they would be subject to v AT.
Let us illustrate the situation by reference to food consumed at home and in a restaurant.
Unarguably, foodstuffs are exempt from VAT. Thus, if a person buys rice from the market for
example and goes home to consume same, he consumes it free of VAT. However, if the
same man goes to a restaurant to consume the same his consumption is charged to VAT.
Why? after all, rice is part of the foodstuff exempted from VAT. The answer is no~ far-fetched,
the !estaurant has provided additional facilities to the consumer. The food is prepared and
served by the restaurant, entertainment facility like :;hared cable TV is provided, tr,e
consumption takes place in good ambience with air conditioning system working
effectively.
In the illustration above, the facilities provided by the restaurant cannot be separated from
the consumption of the rice. So it is with short-term lease in hotels and other places of
temporary lodging. The hoteliers provide additional facilities to the lodger including bed
and breakfast, cleaning, laundry, cable network, internet service. Therein lies the difference
between a lease and short-term accommodation.
Clearly therefore, the lessor or a landlord in a lease or tenancy is not rendering any service
to the lessee/tenant. He only transfers his right in the property to the lessee/tenant and
nothing more for the period of the arrangement. In our opinion, the transfer of interest in real
proµerties does not amount to rendering a service. The Tribunal finds wisdom in the case of
CNOOC Exploration Production Nigeria Umited Vs AG Fed & Ors 37. We believe this wisdom
may have also accounted for the recent amendment introduced into the VAT Act via the
Finance Act 2019. The court had enjoined the country to borrow a leaf from the UK VAT Act
if it is desired to charge VAT on incorporeal properties like the grant, assignment or surrender
of any right.
Interestingly, the Respondent did not argue before this Tribunal that the Appellant's business
amounted to a supply of services. The Respondent's position is that the Appellant was
engaged in the supply of goods. Regrettably, that argument does not find favour with the
Tribunal for the reason that real properties by their nature are immoveable and incapable
of being severed. This defining feature of goods is lacking as an attribute of real properties.
37
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The Tribunal is of the firm opinion that a lease of real p operty is a distinct tra~saction_ ~n its
own. It is different and distinct from a transaction for supply of goods or services. This 1s so
because a lease of real property is a transaction for transfer of an interest or a right
(possessory) in the property. The right so transferred , assigned or granted to the tenant is an
incorporeal right. Incorporeal rightsare cognizable by law though such rights cannot be
seen or touched.
We therefore find that the Appellant's lease or letting of its real properties does not amount
to a supply of goods or services.
·
We hold that the lease of real properties does not amount to supply of goods or services
and therefore VAT is not chargeable or payable on the transac tion. A transaction for lease
of real property is not one of the transactions to which the VAT Act applies. The application
of the VAT Act is limited to transactions for supply of goods or service~ (jnd nothing more. It is
trite that where a statute mentions specific things. t. 1cse thir.g~ not mentioned ore not
intended to be included. See SEC Vs Kosumu3B;Ehuwa Vs Ondo Sf(~!:, lndepend~nt Electoral
Commission & Ors 39 and Ports and Cargo Handlings Services Co tfd ~-Or_j V.r Migfo (Nig) Ud
& Anor 4o.
·
The Kespondent asserted that the Appellant was involved in an economic activity, thot it
was exploiting some property for the purpose of obtainir.g incorn:: thorefrom by way of
trade 01 business. Indeed, that may be the law. However. ti, ,: ,=J,:onc mic a ctivity or the
exploitation of property to which the section app!ies mL1sl be one tho1' is within i he sc o pe bf
the VAT Act. If the transaction is outside the scope of
.,\ct, thr~n VATis no t chargeable.
See the case of CNOOC fxploration and ProducHon Nigerk, Limit~d V3 Afform~1 General of
the Fed & Ors4 '.
This issue is resolved against the Respondent. Rent derived from th e lease of real properties
whether for residential or commercial purpose is outsid( i the 5copc of \/AT. It is therefore not
subjP;ct to VAT under the VAT Act being an incorporeal rig hi'.

On issue No. 2, Counsel to the Responden t, Mr Malachy Ujah argued tha t the FIRS Circular
No. '1701 (Exhibit EHL 6) did not seek to impose VAT on the Appellant. He submitted that
Exhibit EHL 6 is lawful and valid. In support of the validity of E:xhibir !:HL 6, Counsel referred
the Tribunal to sections 7, 38, 42 and 44 of Value Adde:d Tax Act(VAT Act) as well as sections
2, 7, 8, 25, 60, 61 , 63, 64 and 68 of the Federal Inland Revenue -~;-,,vie,-: (=_stablishment) Act
(FIRS Act) together with its 1st Schedule.
He argued that the Minister of Finance is empowered to vary th,,. Scht:dules to VAT Act. It is
Counsel's position that anything required to be done by the Boord under V,A.T Act may be
signified under the hand of the Chairman or other senior officer assigned to do so by him.
He stated that the Board mentioned in VAT Act is now the Federal Inland Revenue Service
(FIRS) pursuant to section 63, 64 and 68 of the FIRS Act.
311
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The Respondent's Counsel maintained that the Value Added Tax Act (Modification) O~der
(the VAT Order) made by the Finance Minister pursuant to powers under section 38 of VAT
Act strengthened the view that rent from commercial property was vatable. He submitted
that Exhibit EHL 6 is an information circular detailing items exempted from VAT but does nbt
seek to amend VAT Act. He urged the Tribunal to ~ive Exhibit EHL 6 its ordinary and natural
meaning. He cited Ahmadu Vs Gov. Kogi State 42and Al-Maser Law Firm Vs FIRS. 43
He claimed that section 38 of VAT Act is clear and enables the Minister to amend, vary or
modify the Schedule to VAT Act while section 44 of VAT Act empowers the Minister to
donate such power to the Respondent including powE r to issue Exhibit EHL 6. He submitted
that having not disputed the Minister's power to vary the list of VAT exempted items, the
Appellant could not contest the validity of Exhibit EHL 6. He then urged the Tribunal to take
judicial notice ofExhitiit EHL 6 and the VAT Act (Modificaticn) OrcJ.?r as subsidiary legislqtions because they hove the force of law. H t? relied on Amuso Vs Stat~. 44
He contended that th~ Appellant dd not offer any evidence of cc-,n tiaciictlon betweA-n
Ex:,ibit EHL 6 and VAT Act or that the Responde: :l' s Cha:rman mq d e · i! ·w ithout lawful
authority or t!"lat duo process was not fcilowed in the making of the f xhibit. I-:-? conclnded·that the Appellant's tissertion failed for the reason that it did not offer any evidence relying on sections 131 t;n~ 133 of the Evidence Act and the case of Chemir9,r Inn Ud Vs Stobilini
45
Visincni. He sul;r:t,kt;(,d tha.t Exhibit EHL 6having been made in e1 moi':ner substcmti'all'{-regular, it ,is pr;::::;urn: .cJ that forrncl requisites for its validity were; c omp1ir"'d ·..vith. He ci ted . _-.section 168 (,sic) uf Hn Evidence Act as well as i he case of o a,;nyc 1~ C:; Va Stofo"ca nd· - ·
Ez<?chul<wu & Aiibf '.f; t O.C. Onwukl'1 47 . Finoliy, he urged i he fribu'r,ci to c i3c c,tJ1rtenonce the"" ·
.Appellant 's arg 1JrYlcmt3 on the issue.
0

On his part, Couri ssl to the Appell ant. Mr. Emeka ihebie began h:s argument with an
assertion that a 1o'x .:::ould only be imposed on any person wh8n sucl'1 'lax is imposed bv ·
statu1es. He cailcici in oid the cases of Williams Vs Lagos Stat1J' D~veiwprnent & Property'
48
Corporation , S. ;t .4,rihority Vs Regional Tax 8oord 4~and Polarfs Bon.'< Vs f\oi,1 State Board
of Internal Revenu~0 . i-ie 5tated that VAT must be adminis1ered ir: accorciance with VA-T Act
and not Circulars. It is CoL.:nsel's view that amendmen1 to V.A.T P,c-i c ould only be done by
stipuiated proced1.;r~.~ not by Circulars through which the Responden t sought i o s~bject "'
rental income to V,-\i' wh0:1 the VAT Act did not.
Tho Appellani's Counsel drew the Tribunal 's attention 1o the coses of -Halliburton (WA)
51
Umit~d Vs Flft': and Warm Spring Waters & Ors \ls FfRS52 where the legal sta tus of
Information Circulars was determined and submittec that thf~ VA1 Act could only b e
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amended through legislation and not Information Circular. He submitted also that the
Respondent's Information Circular which sought to exempt residential rent from VAT while
indirectly subjecting commercial rent to VAT is null, void and of no legal effect whatsoever.
In his Reply on Points of Law, Respondent's Counsel submitted that paragraph 2(c) of item 6
of Exhibit EHL 6 does not derogate from the provisions of the VAT Act and that it is a
generous application of the VAT Act without which rents from both commercial and
residential lease of real properties would be subject to VAT. He submitted that the VAT
Order, made pursuant to section 38 of the VAT Act and approved by the Federal Executive
Courcil. has restated the relevant provisions of Exhibit EHL 6 and therefore rents on real
properties used for commercial purposes are vatable.
NowExhibit EHL6 is FIRS Information Circular. Like all circulars, it can be identified by its serial
number 9701. It is titled "Detailed List of Items Exempted from Value Added Tax (VATJ" as it is
common with circulars to have a subject matter. The Information Circular was duly
published on the 1st of January 1997.
Item 6 of sub category headed "Other Exempted Goods and Services which by Inference
Fall within Categories and (b) above" provides that 1H)ouse rent (i.e. rent on residential
accommodation only) is exempt from VAT. The implication is that rent from commercial
lease or letting is subject VAT.
We have analysed the argument5 of Counsel above. Respondent's Counsel reasoned that
it is within the sub delegated powers of the Respondent acting through its Chairman to
make the Information Circular. He argued further that the Information Circular thus made
must be viewed as a subsidiary legislation having the force of law. The Appellant's Counsel,
meanwhile drew the Tribunal's attention to the cases of Halliburton (WA) Limited Vs
FIRSS3and Warm Spring Waters & Ors Vs FIRSS 4and submitted that the VAT Act could only be
amended through legislation and not :nformation Circular. He submitted also that the
Respondent's Information Circular which sought to exempt residential rent from VAT while
indirectly subjecting commercial rent to VAT is null, void and of no legal effect whatsoever.
It seems to this Tribunal that a good starting point is to demystify the words, Information
Circular.
Information circular is a specie of circular. Circulars are ordinarily documents through which
inforrriation is disseminated by administrative bodies and departments either within the
administrative bodies or to the members of public concerning some subject. They provide
guidance and opinions which reflect the subjective view of the body making them
sometimes on a point of law. They can be administrative, departmental or information
circulars. Such description is a question of nomenclature. In Omatseye Vs Federal Republic
of Nigeria 55 , the Court of Appeal per Ninpar, JCA when considering whether administrative
circulars (like information circular) could create an offence (liability in the present case)
held that
T A X A P P EA L T RIBU NAL
53
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"Administrative circulars or notices have its place in government but cannot
create an offence. The apex Court in the case of MA/DER/BE v. FRN (2013)
LPELR-21861 {SC) on circulars held thus: "In Administrative Law Book, Eight
Edition Co Authored by Prof. w. Wade and C. Forsyth page 851 throws light
on the status of departmental circulars generally. Such circulars are- "a
common form of administrative document by which instructions are
disseminated; Many such circulars are identified by serial numbers and
published and many of them contain general statements of policy... they are
therefore of great importance to the public giving much guidance about
Governmental organization and the exercise of discretionary powers. In
themselves they have no legal effect whatsoever, having no statutory
authoritv, Exhibit "PD I 62" is not known to law and therefore cannot create an
offence· because it was not shown to have been issued under an order, Act,
Law or statute. In the absence of statutory auth0rity in the said Exhibit "PD 16z"
or legal notice it cannot be said to have any legal effect. See MA/DER/BE V.
FRN (supra)."
The implication is that non-compliance with the Circular cannot operate to create any
liability on the part of the taxpayer.
While in jurisdictions like Britains6, there are contradictory opinions on the legal status of
Information Circular, the position in Nigeria appears to be settled.
In Halliburton (WA) Limited Vs FB/RS7 , it was stated emphatically that the FIRS Information
Circular is neither law nor regulation but merely information to the general public and in
particular all taxpayers' representatives or advisers and the staff of Revenue Services. They
contained what the FIRS considers to be its interpretation of the various Nigerian Tax Acts
and thus constitute its opinion on a point of law with no legally binding effect.
This position was affirmed on appeal by the Court of Appeal per Joseph Shagbaor lkyegh
JCA delivering the lead Judgment held that
I do not agree with the cross-appellant that Exhibit S, the Public Notice, issued
by the cross-respondent, (pages 524 - 538 of the record) qualifies as a piece
of delegated or subsidiary legislation deriving its efficacy from Sections 2 ( I J
and{4) and 3 {I) and (3) of CITA, the parent law. Because both sections
subject the cross-respondent's powers to the Minister of Finance which
powers ore to be exercised in the manner prescribed by the minister. The
power to amend the First Schedule to CITA is also given to the minister under
Section 4 of CITA, showing the minister is the appropriate person to make
bylaws under CITASB_
It was argued in vain before the appellate court that Exhibit S which was the information
circular issued by FIRS on 22.03.93 for the administration of Companies Income Tax Act
(CITA) pursuant to Sections 2(1 )(4) and 3(1 )(3) of CITA was wrongly held to be an opinion on
a point of law upon which there was no estoppel when Exhibit S had the force of law and
56,.,..,.., ........... ..a r- ...... ,. , .,..1,,,
57 ........ \.,"'''"'I v,.,,u,,
58
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did not c onflict with the parent law, CIT A. nor was it an element of illegality as to make it
ultra vires the enabling or parent legislation and is binding on the FIRS, the cross-respondent
who should have followed the same Exhibit S in the 2002 assessment to final tax of the crossappellant.
Similarly, the Federal High Court in Warm Spring Waters & Ors Vs FIRSS9put it beyonddoubt
that FIRS Information Circulars cannot modify the provisions of vAT Act nor can it alter or
vary the list of exempted items under the First Schedule to VAT Act.
Learned Counsel to the Respondent enjoined the Tribunal to view the Information Circular
as a form of delegated legislation. In F8IR Vs Halliburton (WA) Limitec:J60, the Court of Appeal
was quite explicit when it held that Exhibit S, (an information circular) the Public Notice,
is!iued by the cross-respondent, does not qualify as a piece of delegated or subsidiary
legislution.
What is more, in The Registered Trustees of Hotel Owners and Managers Association LagosVs
AG Fed & Anor6 1, which centered on the powers of the Finance Minister to amend the
Schedule to the Taxes and Levies (Approved List for Collection) Acf62 the Federal High Court
held delegated legislation to be an exercise of powers given by the Legislature to another
body to give effect to the enabling legislation and not to override it. The court went further
to state that theSchedule to an enactment cannot be amended by delegated legislation
since it is actually part of the enabling legislation having the same legal force as the Act
itself. Therefore, any exercise of power that affec'. 5 the terms and wordings of the
enactment cannot be delegated legislation but an amendment to the legislation.
Under Cross Examination, Respondent's witness agreed that Exhibit EH!. 6 was made by the
Respondent not the Finance Minister but under the authority delegated by the Finance
Minis1er. None of the Parties deny that Exhibit EHL 6 is an Information Circular.
What shall we say to these things? We find that Exhibit EHL 6 is an Information Circular made
by the Respondent. We hold that Exhibit EHL 6 does not in our view and cannot constitute·a
regulation within the meaning of VAT Act. It is not, as the Court of Appeal held, a subsidiary
or delegated legislation. We hold further that it is the opinion of the Respondent as to the
interpretation of tax laws. it is subjective and does not command the force of law. The
Information Circular alone cannot be the basis for charging a particular transaction to VAT.
We must however point out that the FIRS can legally issue the Information Circulars. They are
useful tools in the smooth administration of tax laws as · hey provide insighrs into the mind of
the tax authority. They help a tax payer arrange his tax affairs if he agrees with the Circulars,
whether they are binding on the said taxpayer is another issue.
It is our considered view that an amendment to the Schedule of the VAT Act cannot be
done by an Information Circular, it must be by way of Regulations properly so called, made
by the appropriate authority which in our view is the Minister for Finance. It is trite that only
the appropriate authority can validly exercise a delegated power. We recognise that there
are instances where delegated powers can be further delegated. However, it is our view
59
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that even if the Minister has further delegated the power to the FIRS or its Chairman
argued by the Respondent's Counsel, Information Circular is not an appropriate framework
for the making of such delegated legislation .

One issue which the recent decision of the Federal High Court in the case of The Registered
Trustees of Hotel Owners and Managers Association Lagos Vs AG Fed & Anor63(HOMAL's
case)has thrown up is whether the Minister for Finance can validly amend the provisions of
a Schedule to an Act, the Schedule being an integral part of the Act itself without the risk of
running afoul of the principle of separation of power. Though the Respondent's Counsel
cursorily argued that the VAT Order made by the Finance Minister pursuant to powers under
section 38 of VAT Act strengthened the view that rent from commercial property was
Vatable, it is our view that this argument is unhelpful to the Respondent's case. Reason
being that the Federal High Court in HOMAL's case held that the Nationcl Assembly could
not donate its power of legislation to any other body, not even its own Cc mmittee and th9 t
section 1(2) of the Taxes and Levies (Approved Ust for Coll~ction) Ad -(similar to secticn 38
of VAT Act) which gave the Minister of Finance the power to amend the Act was in breach
of the doctrine of separation of powers and therefore ilull and v,)id. r-,~~d we say mor::;? In
sum, this issue is also resolved against the Respondent, in favoui of th'.:1-Appellant.
In the final analysis, the Tribunal finds merit in this Appeal which is accordingly upheld. The
assessed VAT liability of the Appellant together with i he interest onc:l'~nolties is hereby set
asid.e.
Dated this 10th day of SP.pl~mber 2u20
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